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Checking CDP logs

When troubleshooting Environment issues and Data Lake clusters, you can access the following logs:

Collecting Data Lake diagnostics via Cloudera Manager
Cloudera Manager can collect system status, configuration details, logs, and other information from a Data Lake
cluster into a zip file to send to Cloudera Support.

To help with solving problems when using Cloudera Manager on your data lake cluster, Cloudera Manager can
collect diagnostic data. You can choose to trigger this collection to aid with resolving a problem, or you can configure
Cloudera Manager to send a diagnostic bundle to Cloudera on a regular schedule. Cloudera Support analyses the
diagnostic information to proactively identify problems.

To trigger creation of a diagnostic bundle for a Data Lake, navigate to the Cloudera Manager UI that manages the
Data Lake cluster. In the lower section of the left navigation pane, choose  Support Send Diagnostic Data  and set the
options in the dialog box that opens.

Specifically:

1. Log in to CDP web interface.
2. In the left navigation panel, click Environments, and then search for the appropriate environment and click the

environment name.
3. In the environment detail page, open the Data Lake tab.
4. Open Cloudera Manager by clicking its link in the Services section.
5. In the bottom of the left navigation pane, click  Support Send Diagnostic Data .
6. Choose whether to send the diagnostic bundle to Cloudera automatically or only to collect the bundle.

If the Cloudera Manager host does not have an internet connection, you may want to collect the bundle then move
it to a host with access to the internet.

7. If appropriate, enter a Cloudera Support case number.
8. Select the Data Lake cluster if this instance of Cloudera Manager is managing more than one cluster.
9. If appropriate, limit the diagnostic collection to a single host, service, or role.

Open the Restrict log and metrics collection and choose the Data Lake host, service, or role for which you want to
collect diagnostics.

10. Set the logic for what data to collect, by target size or by date range.

If you choose a target size, set the end time to a time to a few minutes after the event that you are trying to capture
diagnostics for. The time range is based on the timezone of the host where Cloudera Manager Server is running.

11. Add a comment to describe the reason for collecting the diagnostic data.
12. Start the collection by clicking Collect Diagnostic Data or Collect and Upload Diagnostic Data.

The Cloudera Manager task dialog appears to track the jobs involved in collecting diagnostics.
13. When the collection tasks are complete, click Download to save the diagnostic bundle locally.

Related Information
Diagnostic Data Collection in Cloudera Manager

Collecting Usage and Diagnostic Data
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Accessing Cloudera Manager logs
CDP uses Cloudera Manager to orchestrate the installation of Data Lake components. Each instance in the cluster
runs an Cloudera Manager agent which connects to the Cloudera Manager server. Cloudera Manager server is
declared by the user during the cluster installation wizard.

Refer to the following documentation for information on how to access Cloudera Manager logs:

Related Information
Cloudera Manager logs

Obtain CDP tenant ID

Your CDP tenant ID can be found in the user and machine user profile pages, just below the resource CRN.

You may need to obtain your CDP tenant ID, for example when working with Cloudera support. Use the following
steps to find your CDP tenant ID.

Steps

1. In CDP web interface, navigate to Management Console > User Management.
2. Find your user and click on it to navigate to details.
3. Your Tenant ID is listed among other user details.

Credential creation errors on AWS

The following section lists common issues related to creating a credential on AWS and steps to resolve them.

User: arn:aws:iam:::user/assume-only-user is not authorized to perform: sts:AssumeRole

Error: The following error occurs when creating a role-based AWS credential:

User: arn:aws:iam:::user/assume-only-user is not authorized to perform: sts:
AssumeRole

Solution: The error occurs when CDP is not authorized to use the role that you are trying to register as part of cloud
credential creation. The most common reason for this error is that when creating the cross-account IAM role you did
not provide the AWS account ID. Refer to the documentation for creating a role-based credential on AWS for correct
steps to create a cross-account IAM role.

Internal error when creating an AWS credential from CDP CLI

Error: The following error occurs when creating a role-based AWS credential via CDP CLI:

An error occurred: An internal error has occurred. Retry your request, but i
f the problem persists, contact us with details by posting a message on the 
Cloudera Community forums. (Status Code: 500; Error Code: UNKNOWN; Service: 
environments; Operation: createAWSCredential; Request ID: dbf1fb6f-3161-46e1
-80e9-a894461ceec3;)  

Solution: A common reason for this error is that the external ID that you used for your cross-account IAM role is
associated with another user. The external ID is tied to the CDP user who obtained it; Therefore, only the user who
obtained the external ID is able to complete the credential creation flow in CDP with a given external ID. If a CDP
user tries using an IAM role with an external ID obtained by another CDP user, CDP will return this error message.
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To resolve the issue, log in to CDP CLI, obtain a new external ID, create a new cross-account IAM role, and then try
creating the credential again.

Related Information
Create a cross-account IAM role

Credential creation errors on Azure

The following section lists common issues related to creating a credential on Azure and steps to resolve them.

You don't have enough permissions to assign roles

Error: You don't have enough permissions to assign roles, please contact with your administrator

Solution: This error occurs in the Azure console because you are not authorized to perform role assignment. To solve
the problem, ask your Azure administrator to perform the step of assigning the Contributor role to your application.

Client does not have authorization

Error: Failed to verify credential: Status code 403, {“error”:{“code”:”AuthorizationFailed”, “message”:”The client
‘X’ with object id ‘z’ does not have authorization to perform action ‘Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read’ over
scope ‘subscriptions/…’”}

Solution: If you get this error during app-based credential creation, then the reason is that you did not assign the
Contributor role to your app. To solve the issue, either assign the Contributor role to the app or - if you don't have
Owner role - ask your Azure administrator to perform this step.
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Application with identifier was not found in the directory

Error: The following error appears during the interactive credential creation flow:

Application with identifier was not found in the directory. This can happen 
if the application has not been installed by the administrator of the tenant
 or consented to by any user in the tenant. You may have sent your authentic
ation request to the wrong tenant.

Solution: To fix the issue, wait for one minute and then refresh the page. Afterwards, you should see the application
consent page:
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Specifying a group when user belongs to multiple groups

If a user is mapped to multiple roles via group membership, the specific role to be used needs to be provided at
runtime.

Note:

Spark does not work with Hive Metastore if there are multiple IDBroker group mappings. If you would like to
use multiple group mappings, you should use the Ranger Authorization Service (RAZ).

If you do not specify the group, you will get an error similar to the following:

Ambiguous group role mappings for the authenticated user.

To provide the role, use the following commands:

fs.<s3a | azure | gs>.ext.cab.required.group

This command specifies the name of a particular group from which the credentials should be resolved. This can be
used, when multiple user groups resolve to cloud roles, to specify for which group credentials are needed.

fs.<s3a | azure | gs>.ext.cab.required.role

This command specifies a particular cloud IAM role for which the credentials are needed. This can be used when the
required cloud IAM role is known, and the IDBroker is configured in any way to resolve the user to that role.

The following examples illustrate how to use these commands in different contexts:

HDFS CLI

The following command sets a Java system property (-D) called "fs.s3a.ext.cab.required.group" with the value of the
group to use (GROUP).

hdfs dfs -Dfs.s3a.ext.cab.required.group=GROUP -ls s3a://BUCKET/PATH

The system property is used by the s3a binding to request that group specifically instead of falling back to looking up
all the groups for the user.

Spark

Here is how to set the config for a Spark job:

spark-shell --conf spark.yarn.access.hadoopFileSystems=s3a://BUCKET/ --conf 
spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.ext.cab.required.group=GROUP

val textFile = spark.read.text("s3a://BUCKET/PATH")
textFile.count()
textFile.first()

Livy

Here is how to set the config for a batch job:

# Ensure credentials
kinit

# Create test.py with following content
from pyspark.sql import SparkSession
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spark = SparkSession.builder.appName("SimpleApp").getOrCreate()
textFile = spark.read.text("s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/user/systest/test.csv")
textFile.count()

# Upload file to cloud storage
hdfs dfs -copyFromLocal -f test.py s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/user/systest/test.py

# Submit Livy batch job
curl --negotiate -u: -i -XPOST --data '{"file": "s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/user/
systest/test.py", "conf":{"spark.yarn.access.hadoopFileSystems":"s3a://cldr
-cdp-dl-1/", "spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.ext.cab.required.group":"GROUP"}}' -H "Con
tent-Type: application/json" http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/batches
# Check Livy batch job
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/batches/0
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/batches/0/log

Here is how to create a new session in Livy using the right config:

# Ensure credentials
kinit

# Create Livy session
curl --negotiate -u: -i -XPOST --data '{"kind": "pyspark", "conf":{"spark.
yarn.access.hadoopFileSystems":"s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/", "spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.
ext.cab.required.group":"GROUP"}}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" http:
//krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions

# Check Livy session is idle
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions/0
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions/0/
state

# Use Livy session
curl --negotiate -u: -i -XPOST --data '{"kind": "pyspark", "code": "spark
.read.text(\"s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/user/systest/test.csv\").count()"}' -H "Con
tent-Type: application/json" http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions
/0/statements

# Check the session statement output
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions/0/st
atements/0

# Delete the session
curl --negotiate -u: -i -XDELETE http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/ses
sions/0
curl --negotiate -u: -i http://krisden-1.gce.cloudera.com:8998/sessions

Zeppelin

Make sure to set the following configs in the Livy interpreter config before running the notebook:

• Set livy.spark.yarn.access.hadoopFileSystems to s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/
• Set livy.spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.ext.cab.required.group to GROUP

Next, create a Zeppelin notebook with the following content:

%livy.pyspark
textFile = spark.read.text("s3a://cldr-cdp-dl-1/user/systest/test.csv")
textFile.count()
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Note:

Livy interpreter uses Livy sessions and not batches.

General networking and authentication errors

Are you finding that your CDP interactions are hitting errors when they shouldn't? Check to see if your identity
management system is working. FreeIPA errors can be hidden as failures from Knox, Kerberos, or other systems that
act as clients to FreeIPA.

You can eliminate FreeIPA issues by checking the following status:

• Management Console: Select the  Environment Summary FreeIPA status .

• Cloud provider instance status: Follow the link for one of the FreeIPA hosts in the status to open the cloud
provider's status page for that host. If one of the FreeIPA hosts is stopped, restart it. It is possible to still see a
"Running" status for FreeIPA even if one of the hosts is stopped.

Related Information
Managing FreeIPA

Problem deleting resources when using AWS Firewall
Manager

If you have AWS Firewall Manager enabled, ensure that your AWS Firewall Manager policies or rules don't affect
any AWS resources created by CDP. If they do, you may experience problems deleting these resources due to
dependency violation.

For more information, refer to Security group policies > Avoid conflicts if you also use outside sources to manage
security groups in AWS documentation.
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